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October,1§83. Negative Measures Are Not.Enough— 

A Constructive Approach is Needed.

The paramount problem of oar time is peace, and especially 

avoidance of atomic war. . This is possible only if an atomic 

freeze is agreed upon at an early time, and this is followed 

by neclear and other disarmament. Nobody in our meeting will 

doubt these elementary facts,

Yet the demands for freeze and disarmament are not sufficient.

Indispensable as they are, they are in the sense negative

measures that some elements, namely, the aggressive weapons

are to be removed from the international scene. But historical

and political experience . shows that often people can be more 

strongly mobilized for positive than for negative aims, however 

important the latter are. . At any rate this is true for people 

with constructive minds. Moreover, positive mobilization may

last better,

It has often be remarked that collaboration between people 

from different, even from opposed, countries tends to dissolve 

national prejudice and bias. For example, coming from different 

parts of our Earth we get on . together well as members of 

scientific enterprises or as officials of international 

organizations of experts, e.g, of scientists or technologists. 

Closer acquaintance makes for better understanding. Hostility
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generally gives way to friendship, and the idea of mutual murder 

in war may become inacceptable.

The fight against the arms race has become a common cause 

for the thinking part of mankind. Let ns consider how this 

struggle can be supplemented by constructive efforts.

Of course, in many ways international collaboration of experts 

does exist, and this has been important for the maintenance of 

peace - at least we have not had a Third World War so far. The 

thought of a scientific worker naturally goss to the scientific 

unions, and their International Council, ICSU. Members of other 

professions will think of other organizations. Above all, 

there is the galaxy of specialized organizations within the 

framework of the United Nations, e.g. the World Health Organization, 

WHO, The Food and Agriculture Organization, FAO, the International

Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, and UNESCO. | It will be arguedfthat the

work of these bodies is not sufficient and oujht to be given 

a new diaension. x,

However, before doing so, a serious word of warning. One Jay 

well be puzzled by the observation that these specialized 

organizations have not yet been damaged fundamentally and made 

ineffective by the deterioration of the international climate, 

Broadly speaking, the specxilist UN organizations carry out 

as before. But nobody should have the illusion that they will 

be able to do so in the long run if the transition from detente 

to confrontation is pushed on. Constructive collaboration of 

experts will, I fear, become impossible if the communiqdion

between the Powers on a political level breaks downy Caveant

consules.



But in any case the achievements of the specialized 

organizations, welcome as they are, do not correspond to need,

It is not merely a question of quantitative insufficiency, of 

all-too-low financial support. True, budgets are meagre, and the 

badly informed or ill-willed persons who bemoan the money 

spent are quite wrong. Let us recall that one single Bi bomber 

is expected to cost 34? millions dollars, and one single Ohio-

Newertheless, finance is only one aspect of the problem.

The more fundamental aspect is that of the tasks, i.e. of policy.

A new dimension in international collaboration is required. 

Existing international organizations must be reconverted and 

streamlined, and/or new organizations must be created so that 

they can fulfil the new tasks, and work operationally.

Unfortunately it must be admitted that existing international 

organizations do. not work with optimum efficiency even in 

respect to the limited tasks they have. Whoever had an opportunity 

to look closely at one or the other of them must be struck 

by the dead weight of appointees who are foisted upon them by 

other considerations than efficiency, drive and the will to 

contribute. Unfortunately, quite often the organizations are,

to a large extent, a playground for selfish bureaucrats. Th£

is not to be belittled. I happen to know

cases where highly paid officials use practically all their 

time to look after the benefits unfortunately owed to them 

by the organization.



In emphasizing jfceW problem I realize that a danger must 

not be overlooked; efficiency may be used as a catchword to ' 

keep out nationals of developing countries. On an average tfagsÄ 

had less chances of acquiring skills. However, with good will 

and with an in-depth study of the problem it cannot be impossible 

to solve it, and to
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distinguish between essentially poor quality and mere lack of 

experience. May it be added that quite many of the repräsentatives 

of the developed world in the international organizations

are not satisfactory either and owe their presence merely

to personal connections and the like.

What kind of work have the existing specialized organizations 

of the ON family been doing ? Be it reemphasized that much 

of this work has been of great value, let it has been limited. 

Problems are studied, discussion^are held, recommendations are 

worked out, literature is issued, experts are sent to ' s,

and, to a limited degree, financial assistance is granted to 
outside bodies to fulfil} tasks, usually minor. In a few cases, 

laboratories are run by international organizations. This is 

true, for instance, for the International Atomic Energy Agency, 

which owns the laboratory at Seibersdorf near Vienna. There 

research work is carried out, standards are produced, and 

experimental intercomparisons between countries are made.

Be it noted that this excellent laboratory, a rare bird, owns 

its existence largely to the determination and drive of one 

person, Henry Seligman.

Now what is the new dimension one has in mind ? Tentatively 

the definition may be used that solutions of problems should not 

only be recommended and suggested, but that the problems should 

actually be solved by the agencies themselves. Let us give, 

to illustrate the point, . one example that is relatively modest.



The flux of solar energy that comes to the Earth amounts 

to 40 000 kilowatts per head of mankind, i.e. ten thousand 

times more than the consumption of energy in all forms in Europe 

now. Solar energy does not produce Chemical, thermal or 

radioactive pollution, it is available inexhaustibly everywhere, 

and it does not lend itself to military applications. The reason 

for the non-use of solar energy, except through biomass, is 

merely its neglect, i.e. very little money has so far been

invested into R&D.

The reluctance to provide sufficient funds is especially 

striking when it is compared to the readiness of governments 

to provide huge funds for

1. Space Research
2. High Energy Particle Research
3. Plasma Research

By order of m^gnitude, 1 shooli guess that now about one hundred 

times more money is spent on allegedly civilian R&D in these

areas than in the so

Whatever the (considerable) scientific interest of the three 

areas here named/in practical terms the utility of the results 

is not great for the time being. Plasma research may not produce 

economic value - mostly for fusion - before the middle part 

of the next century. Space jand high energy particle research 

are of even more dubio utility. In the present author’s view

the readiness to pay for all such work is due, to some extent 

unconsciously, to military considerations. Partly, e.g. in 

space research (rocketry) and in plasma research (close to 

hydrogen weaponry), this is obvious.
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Beyond this, it is felt that military applications may 

emerge in some unforeseen way, as indeed they did in the case 

of work with neutrons in . , Above all, the named directions

of research work provide ..an ideal justification for the 

production and maintenanc.e of high-class instrumentation, 
engineering methods , anc^/ most importantly , stüenüflc 

manpaower with advanced skills, Very often^ the experts arey at 

a moment's notice, ready . to switch to war work. Nothing of the 

kind would apply to solar energy Research, essentially low 

energy work with no conceivable military

Some years ago, the trends and chances of solar energy in
1)our time were reviewed by the present author ' . The selar-thermal, 

the solar-electric and the solar-chemical options are available. 
The first of Wese options is the least glamnouroul. Yet it 

has tremendous- importance, considering that in countries with 

temperate climate one half of primary energy now gS6s to 

house heating and water warning.

The solar-electric option, realized through those wonderful

products of the human mind, the semiconducting solar cells, has
drU/Z

great fascinations W&ry—wet they provide h—g much
needed current to miHions of isolated vlUages in the^Phird 

World,, at least and in the first place to provide illumination 

and, radio reception. I am. less optimistic about solar

electricity through the farm concept, and especially through 

the tower concept,
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in this field big firm.s, strong in advanced engineering
and predorninant» ly active in araaments production, have succeeded 

in foisting upon the public hard-technology schemes that may be 

of doubtful economic merit even in a distant future .

Finally, the solar-chemical option. It has always been

used for production of technical energy and of heat by mankind

through biomass, a natural product of photochemistry, but has

first been argued scientifically by the great physicochemist
3)from Trieste, Giacomo Ciamician '. With input of modern knowledge, 

the productivity in plant production can be increased enormously. 

Moreover, results in photosynthesis research will make possible 

to obtain hydrogen gas in plenty by the abiotic, photolytic, 

splitting of water. The hydrogen would be fed into a hydrogen 

economy, as discussed in connection with hydrogen obtained

from other sources. 7% of the now useless area of the Sahara 

would be .sufficient to supply all mankind with energy at the 
rate/to wMch. Europeans are accustomed now**' .

Comprehensive RAD in the solar energy field would be an 

excellent task for the DM. Of course, all this work need not, 

and should not, be done under one roof. Rather, use ought to 

be made of R&D stations in many countries. Mo doubt such a 

collaborative effort could become an important factor for the 

maintenance of world peace. Ä research organization of this

kind would also counteract the brain drain from the Third

to the industrialized First and Second Worlds, whatever these are, 

as scientists from the developing countries could be offered jobs.
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Many more tasks come to mind that could be taken over by üN 
organizations. Breeding of!bacteria, plants and animals, often 

with application of gene technology. Eradication of tropical 

diseases. Evaluation and introduction of processes for the 

utilization of low-grade mineral resources, including fuel. 

Development of efficient methods for the production of biogas 

in the villages, The common feature is that not only paper work 

is done but that R&D is actually carried out by the üN 

organization itself. Of course, work of this kind will, at least 

at first, produce far less income that it will cost. More about 

the problem of finance below.

In more ambitions scheraeis, for a further future, the R&D 

aspect would be secondary, and construction and application would 

come first. For instance,. in international collaboration. large 

hydropower development schemes serving a wide area and embracing 

several countries could be envisaged. Without being an expert, 
one could ttink of the Mekong area in South fest Asia, as 

suggested by the late Hans ...... the founder member

from Austria of Pugwash, or of the Congo. Another example is the
Ouattara Depression Scheme in Egypt where /thef sea water falling 

Ax '
into fchey enormous "yellow hole" would drive khef turbines for 

power production. Further, geothermal power from dry rock conl, be

put into practice. So .far, work on any of these schemes does not> far, jjo -
-ß, /i£»o£ && % pn-/,

seem to h^ve started* ÄkH/IatkoofinJfaastructoreeyof funds.
XÖu üMig n-hw

rrt/ssubjective £actors§ -tatrrf
If ■ kof expeetif»fana7äeterxaination.
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All the projects r~W mentoontoliieed hard technology» 

■Ejonomical production of devices for Intermediate technology» e.g» 

for the production and use of biogas or for the combustion of 

agricultural wastes» must not be lost sight of. Of course» before 

embarking on any of these schemes ecological impact. studies 

would be indispensable.
ZWötsll enterprise need be on a global scal^«» —-f-

For instance» initially it may be difficult to kindle the 

enthusiasm» say» of a Northern country for the struggle against 

that awful tropical disease» bilharziosis. It may be even harder 

to enlist Latin American . support for hydropower in South East Asia. 

So it will be wise to assist regional initiatives» too. For

instance here» in the hospitable» attractive and friendly city
feeA k^ww^ . ,

of Bucharest» one naturally that/the Balkan countries
Z—.~y have sclBBtific» technical and economic problems that 

could with advantage be attacked jointly. This would not exclude» 
on the contrary it ought to efefcurage» pe°v4sion of maral» 

technical and material support from headquarters» i.e. the ON»

For construction and production far more money will be needed, 

though, than for mere studies,for R&D,and for demonstration 

objects. On the other hand» some money could be borrowed» and 

there will be» ought to be» increasing income. In any case» the 

gtovernments in the^ünited Nations will have to pay. While this 
inevitable thoughtTmMy shock the reader the need to pay is not

an on drawback. It ought to be decided that the
' V .jh- -M;

money is to come from t national arfanents budgeto^ ti" 

will be .sucked off .“prom the weapons area.

Consequently/colltaattion will at the same time serve 

disarmament and improve ioteroatiooal security also from this
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point of view/, Rightly so much is talked about confidence- 

building measures. Hie Rhodus, hie salta. The readiness of the

States to invest their.money Jnto software and hardware that are 
uasless in wardvould be a first—class demonstration of their

peaceful intentions.

ln recent years, the moral and social responsibilities of 

scientists have been much discussed "“.Wirmay xs felt that an

enormous part of the scientific—technical workforce, maybe 25,

30 or even 40 percent, are spending their Professional lives 

perfecting and producting the tools for mailing and killing.

Now whatever the ideas and considerations of the "scientists

and technologists for war" it would clearly be unrealistic 

to expect them to being offered alternative

employment. This truth may be unpülatable, but so it is.

From this point of view one must also welcome the availability
äWof freM in the proposed international research, development

s—e
and production enterprises. The pressure on the experts to go 

into weapons work would be easedAThe movement will be reversed, f h?

one hopes.

Experience shows that the collaborative spirit of experts 

from different countries, speaking with different tongues, 

is beeilend provided they are united in their determination 

to reaäix common objects. This is presumably so in other 

international organizations, and it is certainly so in Geneva 
at CERN ( which 1 know. People) actually /ar-e elatedZah the 

experience ofjlnternational integration.
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The question of selection among projects arises. National, 

particular, interests are bound to make themselves felt strongly 

for a long time to come, There raust be mechanisms for decision 

and choice. Looking at the world as it is, realism requires 

a solution along the lines to which the UN are accustomed.

Broadly speaking, the General Assembly or its organs could 

discuss and propose, but final decisions for action could not be 

reached without the consent of the Security Council.

It is obvious that all proposals made in this paper could not
ik ~ ~

come to life without a minimum of good will in all quarters.

But this is not a specific feature of these proposals. Any 

progress in the direction of disarmament and peace largily 

depends on good will. Technical fixes alone will lead nowhere. 

While world peace certainly is a technical problem, too, the 

moral-political aspects are fundamental. The intended merit of 

the present proposals consists in the opening of a possible path 

in the direction of security and peace that does not require 

unfair sacrifice from any country of goodwill, i.e. from any 

country of truly peaceful intentions. The steps proposed help 

to set up a general "security partnership“, to apply a useful

term.

In . conclusion, a few words about the connection of the 

present proposals with the problem of a possible World Government. 

If human civilization is to continue for any length of time, 

surely World Government will be needed. Rule over the Barth 

by some hundred conntries with arbitrary frontiers, many of the 

countries tiny, is just incompatible with the contemporary 

state of science '
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and technology/electronic media, jet flight, nuclear energy use, 

Computer application, gene technology. This has been seen and 

emphasized by many eminent thinkers, not last by Albert Einstein.

Yet attempts by strong powers to force weaker countries to 

abandon their sovereignty and their freedom. can only aggravate 

world conditions and invite disaster. Let us remember how Hitler’s 

attempt to force Europe into union on. his terms ended, let fifty 

years ago, in the prenuclear age, all conflicts were harmeless 

compared to what they could be no...

Thus the approach to World Government requires voluntary 

action in mutual agreement. As long as international tensions 

persist, even increase, there is no possibility of such agreement. 

Better relations are not a consequence of World Government, but 

its precondition. Only if and when all countries genuinely 

feel that their needs and ideas are truly served by gradually 

giving up parts of their sovereignty can progress in the 

direction of World Government be expected,
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